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Annotation 
The subject of this article is the opportunity of average risk probability-theoretic method use at the information risk 

analysis during the security investigation of information systems. The expressions, which allowed quantity indicators 
calculating of efficiency and protection systems’ security against set of threats, are received. 

Introduction 
The application of information risk methodology is considered to be traditional effective at various stages 

of the tasks decision concerned with a construction, attending and the analysis of information safety systems 
functioning, estimation of the information security level provided with them [1,3]. Information risks are used 
more often for essential threats extraction and factors investigation, which promotes their realization, also for the 
efficiency estimation stage of possible construction variants of information security systems (ISS) and selection 
the best of them. 

The trivial formula of risk estimation for essential threats selection is: 

                                                                                        qPR tt = ,                                                               (1) 

where  - the probability of threat realization t, and q - the damage caused by this realization. But for the 
efficiency estimation of ISS and provided with them information security level the presence of an integrated risk 
estimation from possible realization of threats set 

tP

Niti ,1},{ ==T  is required before and after ISS 
construction. The procedure of a similar integrated estimation reception has not finally generated yet, 
nevertheless the average risk method is supposed to be perspective for solving this task. We will consider some 
features of average risk determination during ISS analysis. 

Features of average risk calculation on sets of attacks and vulnerabilities 
Let's assume, that realization of threat t is in a full measure possible as a result of successful realization of 

any attacks formed final set NjaA j ,1},{ ==

,qpqpp ajvjt

. We define the risk of attack through the so-called three-
factorial formula [1]: 
                                                                             Raj ==                                                     (2) 

where  – the probability of threat originating,  - the probability of vulnerabilities appearance , causing 

an opportunity of the attack organization , successful realization probability of which is . We 

believe also, that each of attacks is based on the appropriate vulnerability

tp vjp jv

tp=ja vjaj pp
}N,...,{ 1j vvVv =∈ , in other words 

between elements of sets A and V exists mutual conformity. In this case the risk of threat realization t should 
correspond to the integrated risk estimation of separate attacks realizations. We research an opportunity of total 
risk functional application [1] (in [4] - common risk) that is often recommended for a presence of an integrated 
estimation: 

                                                                 .                                    (3) ∑ ∑
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From comparison of formulas (1) and (3) follows, that value  should have probabilistic character, in 

particular . However, taking into account, that it is fair the condition for each probability of 

vulnerability appearance 0

vpΣ

10 ≤≤ Σvp

1≤≤ Σvp , nj ,1= vpΣ. As a whole the inequality is fair for : 

                                                                                        Np v ≤≤ Σ0 ,                                                                (4) 
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that is value   generally does not correspond to the requirements showed to probabilistic measure, 

particularly, it may take the values essentially exceeding 1. Therefore, product  in expression (3) is not 

probabilistic characteristic of threat t, and functional  cannot be considered as risk in the standard 
understanding of this term. 

vpΣ

vt pp Σ

tR'

It is known from the statistical decisions theory that generalizing characteristic of the system risk 
correctly integrating in its elements private risks is the average risk [5]. The expression for average risk 
calculated at finite discrete set of private risk coincides structurally with the sum on the left part of the 
expression (3). However it is necessary to take into account that average risk functional is under construction for 
the events forming full group [5]. The set of attacks A has not this property because the requirement of paired 
events incompatibility is not carried out for them: 
                                                                0≠∩ jk aa  when jkAaa jk ≠∈ ,, ,                                     (5) 

and the requirement of completeness is not carried out too(the set of attacks does not include the event of any 
attacks absence). Examine average risk finding caused by an opportunity of threat successful realization t by 
using private risks of attacks. It is necessary transform the initial set of attacks A so that set À* made from the 
complex attacks A forming full group of events [6]. For this purpose we shall implement concept of event ja , 

opposite to attack , which occurrence probability is ja ajj pap −= 1)( , and sets NjaA j ,1},{ == . Then 

set of complex attacks is },...,,...,{* 1 LgA ααα= , representing all possible combinations , made from 

elements of integrated set 

n
nC2

AA∪ , forms full group of events that is not joint among themselves in pairs. The 
expression for full group of events probabilities is: 

                                                                                             .                                                   (6) ∑
=
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Representation about complex attacks structure (that has quite real practical realization) can be received 
by having reproducing some of them description through the elements of attacks initial set  A and its additions 
A . For example:  

Naaa ∩∩∩= ...211α  − 

it is crossing of all events formed set A (i.e. joint all set of attacks realization), 

Naaa ∩∩∩= ...212α , ,...,... 1213 NN aaaa ∩∩∩∩= −α , 

,...,1 NN aa ∩−... 23211 Naaaa ∩∩∩∩∩= −α Nl aaa ∩∩∩= ...21α . 

Probabilities of complex attacks realization are defined by quite obvious formulas following directly from 
structures of the appropriate attacks: 
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Some complexities originate in estimation of the damage which is the result of successful end of the 

appropriate complex attack [6]. However in this specific situation damage from realization of the first 
attacks is equaled q, and last - 0, i.e. actually we have set of attacks A* =1−L },...,{ 11 −lαα . The average risk 

described probable damage, originating in case of successful realization of threat t, will make in a result: 
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It is received for the three-factorial formula of risk in view of the formula (2): 

                                                               ,                                    (9) ))(1(
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where probability of threat realization t according to the expression (1) is: 
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Thus depending on a detailed elaboration degree of knowledge about the threats and factors inducing 
these threats probability  may be defined both at the attacks level (through attacks probabilities , tP ajp

Nj ,1= , the right part of the expression (9)) and at the vulnerability level (expression (10)). 

Risk estimation at the threats level, calculation of ISS security and efficiency  
There is a necessity for construction and estimations comparison of the generalized possible damage from 

threats set T before and after ISS construction in the presence of information about possible threats elements of 
set T representing real danger to an information assets, in particular, for couples , determining damage 

from threat realization  and its realization probability . Application of the average risk apparatus is rather 
perspective at this stage [6], however it also demands reformatting of the threats initial set forming full group. 
Taking into account that usual lists of typical threats contain tens and even hundreds positions, the reformatting 
procedure of initial threats sets may turn out to be extremely difficult. In order to prevent this trouble it is 
expedient to take advantage of such threats classification which is formed only insignificant quantity of so-called 
base threats. In particular, base threats may be threats of availability t1, integrities t2 and confidentiality t3. 
Separation of attacks (or vulnerability) should be executed in appropriate way, result of which becomes 
extraction of the three pointed threats. Then the set is formed from 23 complex threats as it was already 
described above for a level of attacks (vulnerability): 

)( , tii Pq

it tiP

3211 ttt ∩∩=τ ,  3212 ttt ∩∩=τ , 3213 ttt ∩∩=τ , _, 3217 ttt ∩∩=τ , 3218 ttt ∩∩=τ , 

And the last complex threat is only formally one. For each complex threat is calculated realization 
probabilities according to its structure 8,1),( == mP mτPm : 

32111 )( ttt PPPPP == τ ,  )1()( 32122 ttt PPPPP −== τ , 32133 )1()( ttt PPPPP −== τ ,  _ , 
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Besides damages values are estimated in case of successful threats realization in the assumption of threats 
consequences additivity [6,7]. For example, we have for previewed threats: 3211)( qqqq ++=τ , 

212 )( qqq +=τ , 313)( qqq +=τ , _, 37 )( qq =τ , 0)( 8 =τq .  The average risk is received from possible 

realization of threats set T = { as a result:  }321 ,, ttt

                                                                            .                                                 (11) ∑
=

=
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Forming and consummation either of ISS variants involves probability variation of all levels, precisely 
reduction of these probabilities to some residual level (signed with the subscript “0”): , , }{ 0vjp }{ 0ajp

Nj ,1= , , }{ 0tiP Ni ,1= . The residual average risks 0t , 0T  correspond to the residual probabilities. 
Knowledge about the residual risks allows to estimate the security level provided with either of ISS variants and 

R R
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to give efficiency quantitative estimation of these variants. In particular, it is possible to use the next parameter 
as a parameter of security: 

                                                       TTTTT RRRRRPR /1/)( 00 −=−= ,                                   (12) 

which limiting value equal 1 is achieved at the absolute information security (in this case theoretically), 

and minimal value is equal 0 (protection is absent, 

00 =TR

0TRTR = ). 
Efficiency of protection variants in view of expenses C on the ISS construction and service can be 

estimated with such parameter:  
                                               1/0(/)( 00 −−=−−= CRRCCRRE TTTT .                                   (13) 

Based on the formula (13) the most effective ISS will be such one that provides a maximum of the 
prevented damage per unit cost, caused by ISS construction and its service for the certain time interval.  

Conclusions 
Application of the private risks sum, caused by realization of each attack separately (so-called total risk) 

as an integrated risk estimation of attacks (threats) generally gives incorrect results using information assets for 
securities estimation of information systems. 

Way out is application of the average risk probability-theoretic scheme for reception of information risk 
integrated estimation, giving the strict decision of this task. 
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